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Should a mother consent to having her child through this association? While these six sce
immunized with a vaccine that was developed narios do have the common element of possi
many years ago from aborted fetal tissue? ble moral complicity, they do not appear to be
Should a physician who believes abortion is morally equivalent for several reasons.
immoral sign the authorization form required
First there is the issue of
by an HMO for his patient
It seems intuitive
to be referred for an elec
“Old Testament examples of timing.
that facilitation of a future
tive abortion, a “covered
possible moral complicity and immoral act [e.g., signing
service”
under
the
patient’s contract? Should Jesus’ teachings about avoiding an authorization for an
abortion and referring a
a medical student use an
evil and taking personal
patient for a lethal drug]
anatomy
atlas
that
includes drawings that responsibility do not easily lead would incur more moral
than associa
likely used hundreds of
to rules we can reference by culpability
tion with an act that has
dissected cadavers from
chapter and verse.”
already been completed.
the Nazi death camps as
After all, in the absence of
models?
Should
an
Oregon pro-life family physician who is that signature or that referral, the subsequent
unwilling to prescribe a lethal drug at the immoral act might never occur.
request of a dying patient refer her to another
physician who he knows will give her the pre A second issue is the matter of proximity or
scription? Should a woman who is imminent remoteness. The cloud of blame for a single
ly dying of intractable heart failure consent to act of abortion might be shared by many indi
a heart transplant if she knows the new heart viduals, e.g., the physician doing the proce
has been retrieved from a young man who was dure, the nurse who assists, the clinic staff, the
murdered a few hours ago? Should a physician authorizing physician, the referring physician,
use research data to benefit her patient if she the legislators or judge who made abortion
knows that the data was obtained in experi legally available, etc. The question of remote
ments that were clearly unethical (e.g., risky ness raises the related question of degree of
research done without consent on develop culpability. Does the physician who performs
the abortion procedure bear more blame than
mentally disabled children)?
the others mentioned above? Are there some
What do these dilemmas have in common? individuals with such remote association that
Conversely, in what morally significant ways they might be free of actual blame, e.g., an
are they different? The common thread in employee of a contracting cleaning service
these scenarios is the question of moral com who washes the windows of the doctor’s office
plicity. Does person B bear any moral culpa where an occasional abortion is done?
bility for some association with the immoral
act of person A? Is the information gained or A third factor that could help differentiate
material obtained from the original immoral these dilemmas with respect to moral complic
act “tainted”? Will person B become tainted ity is the degree of certitude. If it is clearly
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The year was 1920. Karl Binding, Chief Justice of the German Reich, and
well-respected psychiatrist Alfred Hoche posited the question “Are there
lives that have forfeited their individual legal protection because their con
tinued existence has permanently lost all value for the person himself, and
for society as well?” This was the question behind Binding’s and Roche’s
famous treatise Allowing the Destruction of Life Unworthy of Existence.
They argued that one of the groups to be “considered for killing” are
“...incurables dying from disease or injury, who, fully understanding their
situation, urgently wish to be released and have given some sign of this....”
Unwittingly, this work, among others, became a philosophical foundation
for Germany’s euthanasia program implemented when Hitler took power 13
years later.
Before Hitler started the euthanasia program, he supposedly commissioned
his infamous Minister of Propaganda Joseph Goebbels to make a film that
would promote euthanasia to the general public. Goebbels appointed 39year-old Wolfgang Liebeneiner to make the film, and in 1941 Ich Kiage an
(“I Accuse”) hit German cinema. Considered by some to be one of the best
films of the Third Reich, it was subtle and powerfully acted—so much so
that as of October 2001 the film was still banned in Germany because of its
relevant and dangerous content. The film depicts the story of a brilliant doc
tor’s young wife who falls ill to multiple sclerosis and insists that her hus
band kill her before she succumbs to her agony. After viewing the film,
Robert Jay Lifton, author of The Nazi Doctors (1986), understood “why
doctors [he] interviewed still felt [the film’s] impact and remembered the
extensive discussion it stimulated among their colleagues and fellow stu
dents about the morality of a doctor’s aiding incurable patients to achieve
the death they long for.”
I recently learned of a documentary made in 1998 which was screened at the
Tiburon International Film Festival in Tiburon, California on March 14-20,
2003. It premiered successfully in 2002, has already been screened at 3
major film festivals, and seems to have gained quite a following. The video
is now available through the Hemlock Society.
After viewing Live and Let Go: An American Death, I was struck at how
simple and even charming—if not disturbingly macabre—the film is. Film
makers Jay Niver and Jay Spain make no substantive statement about or
defense of physician-assisted suicide. They largely appeal to the exemplary
life of the hero, Sam Niver, and his decision and right to take his own life.
Most of Sam’s family are very supportive of his decision and in many ways
articulate his desires much better than even Sam himself. Through a series
of vignettes about his life as a war veteran and family man, we are exposed
to the epitome of the good American. He is a self-assured, no-nonsense,
take-the-bull-by-the-horns sort of guy. He loves his family and his commu
nity and is depicted as being deeply involved with both.
On the day of his suicide, Sam has to take a regimen of pills and drugs pur
chased from the Hemlock Society that are designed to slowly and methodi
cally shut down his system. Sam is further instructed to place a plastic bag
over his head near the end of the dying process in order to insure his death
by suffocation should the pills and drugs fail. Sam must do this himself so
as not to incriminate his family, who support and encourage him through
out the day.

U.S. House Votes to Ban All Human Cloning
By a margin of 241-155, the U.S. House of Representatives
has passed a comprehensive ban on human cloning.
Passage came after several hours of debate and the offer
ing of a substitute amendment that would have changed
the bill from a comprehensive ban to a “reproductive only”
ban. Concerning the vote, Center President John Kilner
said, “The passage of the cloning ban by the House is a
wonderful statement of our country’s determination not to
let the lure of scientific achievement or financial gain run
roughshod over ethics. If news events of the last year have
shown us anything, it is that cutting ethical corners in the
pursuit of prosperity is not a wise long-term approach. May
the Senate have the courage to chart a similar course.”
A similar bill (5. 245) has been introduced in the Senate,
where it awaits consideration. The bill’s fate in the Senate
is farfrom certain. Sixty votes are necessary in order to end
debate and bring the bill to a final vote, even though only
a majority vote is required for passage. President Bush has
promised to sign legislation enacting a comprehensive
ban.
UK: Court Rules for Genetic Father in IVF Mix-Up
Last year in Leeds, UK, a black man’s sperm was mistaken
ly used to fertilize a white woman’s eggs in an IVF proce
dure. A family court was asked to rule on whether the
twins’ biological father or the husband of the white
woman was the legal parent. The court ruled that under
the Human Fertilization and Embryology Act of 1990, the
genetic father was the legal father. However, the court
stressed that the twins should not be uprooted from their
“happy and loving environment” provided by the white
couple with whom they have lived since birth.
After the decision, the white couple decided to adopt the
children so that their “social and psychological father”
would also be their legal father. The black couple remains
childless. The biological father may decide to petition the
court for visitation rights. The gaffe has caused the coun
try’s Human Fertilization and Embryology Authority to
require increased oversight of fertility treatments in the
nation’s clinics.

Besides being shocked by the film, many viewers may think that Sam’s
method of ending his life is not the best defense for the right-to-die moveContinued on pageS
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known that an immoral act has taken
place [e.g., a recent murder], the associat
ed act [e.g., heart transplantation] would
seem to have greater potential for complic
ity than would an act of uncertain
immorality [e.g., suspected source of mod
els for the anatomy atlas]. If the historical
facts in question are unknowable but sus
picious, does person B need to avoid
involvement “just in case” in order to
avoid the appearance of evil?
A fourth and related factor in determining
moral complicity would be whether per
son B knows about the immoral act and its
association with the current act. For
example, if a mother were unaware of the
source of a vaccine administered to her
child, it would be difficult to hold her
accountable for consenting to an immu
nization developed from aborted fetal tis
sue. However, when there is clear knowing
involvement, e.g., the physician who signs

“We should attempt to cope with
the gray areas of moral complicity
by careful collection of important
information, prayerful considera
tion of our own moral complicity,
and hesitancy in judging the
moral complicity of others.”
the abortion authorization or the doctor
who refers a patient so that she can obtain
the lethal prescription he is unwilling to
write, the presence or degree of blame
seems more clear. While the truism that
“ignorance of the law is no excuse” is usu
ally valid, reasonably unavoidable igno
rance of circumstances might be an ade
quate excuse.
Perhaps the most important element which
helps to determine the presence or absence
(or amount) of guilt by association is the
issue of intent. It might be possible to
remove any concern about moral complic
ity in those situations where there is a clear
separation between the intention behind
the immoral act of person A and the inten
tion of person B. For example, in the vac
cine example, the intention of person A
was to end a pregnancy, not to develop a
vaccine. Development of the vaccine by
person C was a noble act that happened to
be possible because of the earlier immoral
act of person A. Thus, use of the vaccine
by person B is clearly separated from the

immoral act, so that person B should bear
no moral culpability. Similar reasoning
applies to the scenario with the prospec
tive transplant patient to absolve person B
in consenting to receive a heart retrieved
from a murder victim. However, if the
murderer was the husband of the recipient
and he killed the victim so that a heart
would be available, the recipient (provided
that she was aware of this fact) could well
be morally complicit. It is important to
recognize that even in situations where
there is a clear difference in the intent
behind two actions, a person may not be
absolved of moral complicity unless the
immoral act was performed to achieve a
different goal than that of the later (moral
ly neutral or commendable) act; otherwise,
the immoral act is later being implicitly
encouraged. Similarly, if the possible bene
ficial uses of fetal tissue are an essential
part of the motivation behind an abortion,
then those who use that tissue have in
effect encouraged that abortion, and some
degree of moral complicity is involved.
Furthermore, no absolution from complic
ity is possible in a situation where person
B is merely trying to wash his hands of
guilt (a Ia Pontius Pilate) by allowing
someone else to do the evil deed. The
Oregon pro-life physician who refers his
patient to another doctor so that she can
obtain assistance with her suicide must
bear some of the blame.
So the issues of timing, proximity, certi
tude, knowledge, and intent would seem
to have some bearing on the presence or
absence, and possibly on the degree, of
moral complicity. I suspect you have
noticed by now that I have used “seem
to,” “intuitive,” “reasoning,” “possible,”
and other words to indicate my lack of cer
tainty about these judgments. But what do
we know for certain? Does scripture or
Christian tradition teach us anything
about moral complicity?
Caroline Pura* has observed that Old
Testament examples of possible moral
complicity and Jesus’ teachings about
avoiding evil and taking personal responsi
bility do not easily lead to rules we can ref
erence by chapter and verse. God has
made us as free moral agents with clearly
demarcated moral boundaries in regard to
some thoughts, attitudes and actions, but
has given us some discretion to act within
a range of options with respect to others.
In these discretionary matters, it is not
clear to me that each Christian will always

draw the same boundaries. Some might
choose to use the anatomy atlas with like
ly connections to Nazi abuses or the
research data obtained from unethical
experiments, while others might choose
not to use them. Some might choose to
avoid the administration of a vaccine
derived from aborted fetal tissue, while
others would conclude that the separation
of intent absolves them of moral complicity.
We should attempt to cope with the gray
areas of moral complicity by careful col
lection of important information, prayer
ful consideration of our own moral com
plicity, and hesitancy in judging the moral
complicity of others. This issue warrants
much further work, and those interested in
addressing it as part of CBHD’s ongoing
research
can
e-mail
me
at
Robert.Orr@vtmednet.org or the Center’s
Director of Research Linda Bevington at
lbevington@cbhd.org.
nFor further thoughts on this issue, see:
Pura, Caroline. 4-part series in Crux (vol. 2,
nos. 2-4; vol. 3, no. 1). Available at:
http://thecbc.org. •
“An American Death”
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ment—considering that thern image left
in their minds is that of. a man’,suffo
cating himself with a plastic bag.
However, something more subtle i~
going on here. The que,stion implicitly
being asked is: “Is this how ydu ~ant
to die? It’s your choice: a bag over
your head, or a simple, quick, lethal
injection.” Can you see how similar
this is to another debate that raged a
couple of decades ago before abortion,
was legalized? The question and emo
tions behind it are essentially the same:
Is abortion by hanger or suicide by
plastic bag really the best for society?
This film should give us great pause.
We ought never be naive enough to
assume that popular media has little
effect on society. Whereas Ich Kiage
an is a fictional depiction of physicianassisted suicide, this documentary
allows viewers to see with their own
eyes Sam Niver expire by his own
hand. They are cajoled into believing
that this is everyone’s right. The film
provides us with a fresh challenge not
only to articulate and defend, but to
vividly portray, a very different,
Christian vision of what it truly means
to die with dignity. •

